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Topics for the seminar talks and articles

- **Primary topics**
  a. Mining 1: Unit segmentation
  b. Mining 2: Unit type classification
  c. Mining 3: Relation identification
  d. Stance classification
  e. Classification of schemes
  f. Argumentation quality assessment
  g. Argumentation synthesis
  h. Visualization and interaction

- **Secondary topics**
  i. Argumentative zoning
  j. Framing
  k. Overall argumentation
  l. Argumentation strategies
  m. Debate winner prediction
  n. The role of the participants
  o. Argument search
  p. Argumentative writing support
  q. Discourse and argumentation

- **Notice**
  - Each seminar participant will be assigned one of these topics
  - For each topic, the two articles are specified below provide the basis of both talks and the article
  - In addition, at least (!) one further relevant article or similar has to be found and discussed in the long talk and the article
**Topic assignment process**

- **Your task**
  - Read through the topics and literature in this presentation
    Presentation can be found on seminar web page
  - Choose 3 topics with preferences, at least one primary topic
    Example topic preferences: (1) d (2) j (3) a
  - **Until Sunday, October 22, 23:59 GTM+2:** Send e-mail with preferences to us
    {henning.wachsmuth, yamen.ajjour}@uni-weimar.de, subject: [seminar] Topic preferences
  - Topic assignment will be announced in the next meeting
    We will try to match your preferences as far as possible

- **Important**
  - Anyone who does not send the e-mail will NOT be graded for this seminar!
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